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We used the density functional theory and ab initio pseudopotentials 
to investigate He-H interaction in crystalline silicon. It w a ~  shown that 
both hydrogen and helium stimulate the formation of vacancy complexes. 
The presence of hydrogen decreases the vacancy and divacancy formation 
energies by about 2 eV. The presence of one or two helium atoms reduces 
the divacancy formation energy by 0.3 and 0.4 eV, mpectively. The influ- 
ence of helium prsence on hydrogen diEusion from silicon vacancies under 
high pressure depends on a helium concentration. Thus, according to  our 
calculation, tow concentrations of He increwe the hydrogen out-diffusion. 

FACS numbers: 71.15.Mb, 71.55.Cn 

1. Introduction 

According to experimental data [I] implantation of siIicon with laydrogen 
and helium generates a huge number of point defects and their complexes as well 
as leads to the formation of secaIled bubbles in the implanted areas. In these 
vacancy cornp!exes implanted atoms accumuIate. 

Ab initio calculations also show that the presence of both heIium and hydro- 
gen in crystalline silicon stimulates the formation of vacancy complexes. Hydrogen 
is chemically active element and it interacts with Si atoms. When Hz molecule 
moves from an interstitial site to a vacancy, it dissociates, and H atoms saturate 
the dangling silicon bonds. Being inert, helium does not interact chemically with 
other atoms and due to its high permeability evaporates completely at higher 
temperatures leaving the "empty" voids. According te experimental data 121 the 
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I3 concentratioil in silicon samples with GO-implantation of He and H treated at 
high temperature - high pressure (1-1.1 GPa) is lawer than the one treated under 
lower pressure. So at high-temperature treatment of a Si samples with implanted 
He and H under high pressure the increase in hydrogen out-diffusion is observed. 
Iu the present work quantitative estimations of He-H interaction in silicon under 
pressure and the process of hydrogen outcdiflusion are considered. 

2. Method and approaches 

Our tlitwreticd investigation is based an the density fuilctiotid tl~eory 131 
with the local deilsity approach [4, 51 combined with the pseudopotei~tid method, 
Tlie FHT96nld computer code is] was used to optimize atomic geometries of studied 
systcnis and to find their total energies. Our pseudupotentials were constructed 
and tested using the FHI98PP package (71. The norm-conserving pseudopatentiuis 
far Si, Re, and H were constructed in the frame of the Tkoulliez-Martins 18) scherile 
in the fully separable form of Kleinman-Bylander [9]. 

The plane wave basis set was used with the energy cutoff of 12 Ry. To be 
sure that our results obtained at E,,, = 12 Ry are reliable we have carriecl out 
test calculations with some larger ECut (16 and 20 Ryj. We have calculated the 
Formation energies of vacancy without hydrogen as well as with it. Ttie differences 
of vacancy formation energies calculated with different ECut are not larger than 
the accuracy of our calculation (0.1 eV) . 

To take irkto account lattice relaxation effects, all calculations were pe~fnrmcd 
using a supercell containing 64 silicon atoms. The only one k-point of tllc Brillouin 
zone (r-point) ~vits used because of the large size of supercell. 

The nonlinear change in volume of a large nunlber of solids as a fuliction of 
applied hydrostatic pressure can be reproduced by the folloiving equation [lo, 111: 

and Bo are the equilibrir~m wlurne and the bulk modlilua fit the zero pressure! 
and Co is the pressure derivative of Bo at P = 0. We used thc tman vnli~es 
(Bo = 98 GFa A I L ~ I  3; = 3.4) from the dat,a taken from Ref. [12]. To simulate the 
pressure we decreased the supercell VQ l ume (i.e. correspondii~g lattice parameter 
L = v1i3) by 1-5% that corresponds to the prcssurc of 1-5 GPa according to 
formula (1). 

3. Resuits 

3,1. Vacancies and di.vacnn,cies in crystalline silicon 
The vacancy and divacaicy formation energies were calculated by i l s i~~g  tllc 

following equations: 

J ! ? ~ ( v ~ c )  = E ~ i a 4  - ( E ~ i 6 3  -b '.Esi)! (2) 

Ef (diva4 = E~ig4 - (Es162 f 2E~i)l (3) 
where ESiG4 is t h e  energy of the silicon superceli, Esias is the energy of the siticon 



supercelI with a vacancy, ESiO2 is the energy of the silicon supercell with a diva- 
cancy, and Esi is the chemical potentid of silicon (the energy of one siIicon atom 
in bulk silicon). 

Different researches give different values far vacancy and divacancy formation 
energies (1>15]. These values lie in the  region of 3-4 eV for a vacancy and of 
4-5 eV for a div~cancy. Our calcuIations (with Ecut of 12 Ry) give 2.8 eV for a 
vacancy and 3.7 eV for a divacancy, which are in good accordance with literature 
data. 

3.2. Hpdvwgen influence on the vacancy complexes fomatiort, in silicon 
Ah s'nitio calculations show that hydrogen can exist in perfect silicon in two 

forms: atomic [16] and molecular [17, 181. The molacular state is more favorable 
than the atom ie oue. In the absence of defects the most preferable position for the 
niolecular 11ydrogc11 is the tetragonal interstitial site [P9, 201. Mwing from silicon 
i~lterstitia! to a vacancy or divacancy, the hydro~en molecule dissociates for atoms 
which interact with silicon atoms and saturate its dangling bonds. The hydrogen 
prescl~ce in small concentration decreases the for~nation energy of both a vacancy 
and a divacnncy by the value of about 2 eV. But at the high l~ydrogen concen- 
trations vacancies and divacancies have to be formed and to fill with hydrogen 
spontaneously in accordance with our calculation 1211 and experimental data (221. 

3.3. Helium atoms in silzcon tattice and their infl~ence om the divacancy 
fornation 

In the absencc of defects the most preferable position for helium atoms is 
the tetragonal iilterstitial site of silicon lattice (231, which is also confirmed by our 
calculations, But at the presence of vacancy defects heturn atoms will aspire to 
proceed in divacsncies ar larger complexes of vacancies. Therefore the divacancy 
cart be considered as the minima1 model of a cavity in silicon which serves as the 
ac.cci~n~ulativti center for He atoms. 

The divacmrcy formation energy is equal to 3.7 eV in the absence of external 
pressure. It d e c r e a s ~  Iinearly by 1 eV with increasing pressure from zero to 

5 GPa. The presence of one helium atom reduces the dimcancy formation energy 
by 0.3 eV, and the presence of two helium atoms - by 0.4 cV. The influence of 
pressure on divaancy formation does not m y ;  in both cases the pressure of 5 GPn 
reduces the fornlation energy by about 1 eV. 

9.4. Pressure and helium pmsence d?afl~ence on hydrogen o&-$if i~ion 
Both heliuni and hydrogen, implanted in a siIicon sample, stirnulate the 

forn~ation of vacancy complexes. Hydrogen is chenlically active element in contrast 
to lrrert helium, Leaving silicon intersbitial sites far divacanciea, Hz molecules 
dissociate and pasivate silicon dangling bonds with some energy profit which is 
mlculated in the folhwing way: - 

Ernov = ( K S ~ B Z - H ~  E ~ i 6 4 - ~ 2 )  - (ESIBZ-HB + E ~ i 6 4 )  r (4) 
where E s ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~  is the energy of the silicon supercell with the Hz in tetrahedral 
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interstitial, Esaz-H4 is the energy of the "four H atoms in divacancy" system, 
E s i e z - ~ s  is the energy of the "six H atoms in diwancy" system. According to 
our calculation this value is equd to 1.6 eV, 

In the case of tbe presence of He atoms (one or two) in "B-decorated" diva- 
cancy this energy profit is defined simiIarly: 

 ern^ = ( E ~ i 6 2 - ~ 4 - ~ e ( l , 2 )  E ~ i 6 4 - ~ 2 )  - (E$i62-~6-~e(1,2) + E ~ i 6 4 ) .  (53 
In the case of the presence of one as well as two helium atoms reduces this profit 
by 0.1 eV. But additional pressure influence in the presence of one helium atom 
and two ones is different. At, low He concentration (one atom per divacancy) the 
5 GPa pressure decreases this energy additionally by 0.2 eV and makes hydrogen 
less bonded and more mobile in silicon which is in accordance with experimental 
data [2]. In the cnse of high He concentration (two atoms per dimancy) the same 
pressure increases the Ha binding energy by 0.2 eV. Thus, high concentrations of 
He reduce the l~ydrogen out-diffusion. 

4. Conclusion 

The fist principles calculations show that pressure as well as the embed- 
ding of hydrogen and helium stimulate the appearance of vacancy complexes in 
silicon. The presence of hydrogen assists the vacancy formation more significantly 
in comparison with the helium presence. But hydrogen bonds with silicon atoms 
complicate hydrogen outrdiffusion. Our cdculations in accordance with experi- 
mental data show that the prwnce of helium atoms (in a low concentration) in an 
"H-decorated vacancy complex incrmw the probability of hydrogen out-diffusion 
at the high pressure treatment. 
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